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Abstract
Severn Trent Water requested to Ultrawaves a solution in terms of the application of the
ultrasound technology to solve problems associated with an excessive growth of
filamentous microorganisms at Kirkby in Ashfield Sewage Treatment Works (STW). Kirkby in
Ashfield STW has particular conditions which lead to a severe problem with filamentous
microorganisms, especially with the specie known as Microthrix Parvicella, which is a
filamentous bacteria commonly occurring in Activated Sludge Processes (ASP) with
different operating conditions and biological reactor configurations. Albeit the chemical
alternative solved part of the technical problem at the site, such alternative had to be
also analysed under an economic perspective in order to assess the full Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) impact on the facility. This is indeed the side where chemicals and
other methods have often a substantial infeasibility due to the high associated O&M
expenditures including the chemical purchase, transport and appropriate handling (to
be carried out under strict safety measures). All these circumstances led to Severn Trent
Water to incorporate a new urgent solution for bulking and foaming problems. The use of
Ultrawaves ultrasound technology represented a proven and sustainable solution for the
plant operator. Complementary to the previous, ultrasound also brought the best solution
in regard to the environmental impact when compared with other measures through
which filamentous microorganisms can be combated.
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Introduction
A huge number of global surveys have shown that Microthrix Parvicella is frequently
responsible for the problems of solid-liquid separation (Jenkins et al., 2004) and substantial
efforts have been invested towards solving the operational and performance problems it
causes in STW. Specific methods that address the causes of filamentous bacteria
proliferation are then necessary to control filamentous and floating sludge in general and
Microthrix Parvicella in particular. Such kinds of methods are frequently used as they are
selective for the target microorganism and not much damage is done to the remaining
biomass. Theoretically, the massive growth of filamentous organisms could be avoided
by increasing the sludge load, but a higher sludge load leads to a decrease of the
sludge age (Denkert, 2001). Then nitrifying bacteria, with long generation times, are
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taken out of the system. The result would be an increased nitrogen concentration in the
effluent of the STW. The cause for the excessive growth of filamentous organisms can be
attacked by specific measures. For example, by an improvement of the waste water
quality (e.g. the prevention of H2S formation) or by modifications in the operation mode
(e.g. aerobic selector), filamentous bacteria could be removed out of the ASP. However,
these methods are comparably more extensive and do not work in every case of bulking
and foaming sludge problems.
Non-specific methods are often used to combat bulking or floating sludge. The use of
aluminium and iron salts or the application of strong oxidizing agents belongs to these
methods. The addition of polyaluminium chloride (e.g. PAX-14) has been reported as an
effective non-specific method to control Microthrix Parvicella (Eikelboom, 1997).
Nevertheless, one disadvantage of using chemicals is that floc forming bacteria are also
influenced negatively. This can lead to the failure of the treatment process (Lemmer,
1996). Additionally, the use of chemicals results in an increase of the sludge mass to be
disposed, meaning an extra cost to be accounted.
The method presented in this paper to combat Microthrix Parvicella at Kirkby in Ashfield
STW is the application of ultrasound. The destruction of the filamentous sludge structure is
mainly caused by hydro-mechanical effects in the advent of the collapse of cavitation
bubbles generated by ultrasonic waves. By cavitation powerful currents (jet streams) are
created, which lead to high mechanical shearing forces in the liquid. The mechanical
shear stresses are able to destroy the filamentous network of bulking or floating sludge.
Also gas bubbles are set free. The thin filaments are much more exposed to the shearing
forces than the flocs and are cut up into small pieces. Since the remaining flocs are not
interconnected by filamentous organisms any longer, the activated sludge flocs become
smaller and much more compact after sonication (Nickel, 1999). The smaller floc size
improves the settling properties of the activated sludge in the secondary clarifier. Due to
the smaller size, bacteria are better provided with substrate, which increases their
selection advantage against the filamentous organisms (Müller et al., 1999).

A review regarding ultrasound
There is a vast amount of information regarding ultrasound and environmental
engineering. Applications in wastewater treatment have been known for decades,
especially in the anaerobic digestion (AD) process. From this perspective, ultrasound
should be considered as sound wave with frequencies between 20 and 40 kHz and
intensities between 25 and 50 W/cm2. If acoustic waves are applied to a liquid system
under these frequencies and intensities, it is possible to produce physical and chemical
changes in it through a technology which has become known as sonochemistry (Mason,
1991). These changes result from the effects of the formation and collapse of cavitation
bubbles induced by sound energy. Acoustic cavitation has taken place.
Like all sound energy, ultrasound is propagated via a series of compression and
rarefaction waves induced in the molecules of a medium through which it passes. At
sufficiently high power the rarefaction cycle may exceed the attractive forces of the
molecules of the liquid and cavitation bubbles will form. These bubbles will grow over a
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few cycles in some vapour or gas from the medium to an equilibrium size which matches
the frequency of bubble resonance to that of the sound frequency applied. The
acoustic field experienced by the bubble is not stable because of the interference of
other bubbles forming and resonating around it. As a result, some bubbles suffer sudden
expansion to an unstable size and collapse violently. It is the fate of these cavities when
they collapse which generates and delivers the energy for both, chemical and
mechanical effects. In a heterogeneous solid-liquid system the collapse of the cavitation
bubbles will generate physical and chemical reactions which can significantly modify
the character of dissolved and particulate substances present in the medium (Neis and
Tiehm, 1999). By the collapse of the bubbles high shear stresses “jet streams” are
produced in the liquid and these shear forces produced assume such an extent that
even solid structures collapse.

Figure 1: Ultrasonic cavitation phenomenon.
At implosion of the bubbles, dramatic conditions in the gaseous phase exist (Suslick, 1988)
as shown in figure 1. Extreme temperatures (≈ 5,000 K) and high pressures (≈ 500 bar) lead
to pronounced sonochemical reactions which are due to the creation of highly reactive
radicals (H+ and OH-) and thermal breakdown of substances (pyrolysis). The cavitation of
bubbles are vapour filled and surrounded by a liquid hydrophobic boundary layer and
therefore preferably volatile and hydrophobic substances are accumulated in the
bubbles where they are subject to pyrolytic or radical reactions.
Therefore, the effects that can be observed when cavitation is generated in an aqueous
phase could be summarised in high mechanical shear stress, radical reactions (creation
of H+ and OH- radicals and chemical transformation of organic substances) and thermal
breakdown of volatile hydrophobic substances.
Ultrasound and sludge disintegration
It has been demonstrated that 20 kHz acoustic waves generate the cavitation necessary
to produce mechanical shear forces associated with sewage sludge disintegration (Neis
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et al., 2000). Combined with high intensity ultrasound, cell aggregates as well as single
cells are destroyed and enzymes and intracellular material are released into the
medium, resulting in a higher degree of substrate bio-availability for the remaining living
microorganisms. In effect, the enzymatic biological hydrolysis, which is the initial and rate
limiting of the biological food chain, is substituted and catalysed by this mechanical
disintegration of the sludge (Tiehm et al., 2001).
This fact represents the very big application of the Ultrawaves technology whenever the
AD process is low and requires high retention time inside the digester tank. In particular,
complex substrates (proteins, carbohydrates, fats, etc.) solubilisation and conversion to
the lower molecular weight compounds (aminoacids, sugars, fatty acids, etc.) which is
known as the hydrolysis stage. By applying ultrasound to the Surplus Activated Sludge
(SAS) this limiting step is overcome because sonicated biomass is more readily available
for the subsequent biological enzymatic degradation process (Nickel, 1999). Figure 2
draws the sequence of sewage sludge floc disintegration with sonication.

Figure 2: Disintegration of sewage sludge with ultrasound.
Continuous investigations have developed revolutionary applications of the Ultrawaves
technology in aerobic/anoxic processes. Big efforts have been invested to understand
the best way to optimise biological reactors with ultrasound which has now been
reached through different applications. For instance, it is possible to enhance a dramatic
excess sludge reduction when a partial TSAS (Thickened SAS) flow is disintegrated and
returned back to the aeration tank whenever a cell lysis and cryptic growth process is
then induced. Sonication causes cell lysis with the consequent solubilisation of cellular
constituents which become substrate available for further biodegradation which in turn
results in an overall reduction of the excess sludge production in the ASP (Mason and
Hamer, 1987; Canales et al., 1994).
The most recent application has been carried out in Biological Nutrient Removal (BNR),
where sonicated TSAS represents a very good biodegradable autochthonous carbon
source to denitrify. When SAS is sonicated and recycled back into the anoxic zone of the
biological reactor, it can be used as carbon source to support denitrification and then
the facility is actually transforming a “waste” into a “resource” with the subsequent
saving in carbon source purchase and sludge disposal cost (Neis et al., 2012).
Moreover, and this is the target pursued with the application at Kirkby in Ashfield STW, it is
also possible to completely eliminate the problems associated with bulking and foaming
(Neis et al., 2002) by sonicating the adequate amount of Returned Activated Sludge
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(RAS) at a medium/low sonication dose (approximately the scenario at the middle as
displayed in figure 2). The remaining sections of this paper will deal in depth about this
particular application.

Fundamentals of aerobic biomass sonication
Ultrawaves and the Technical University of Hamburg Harburg (TUHH) have undertaken a
wide range of studies concerning how to evaluate the ultrasonic disintegration since
sonication de-agglomerates the biological flocs and disrupts the large organic particles
into smaller. The shear forces produced by high pressure waves break down bacterial
cell wall and release the intracellular substances into the aqueous phase. This changes
the sludge physical, chemical and biological properties during the pre-treatment by
ultrasound. Therefore, the degree of sludge disintegration has to be evaluated based on
the changes in physical (Particle Size Distribution -PSD-, microscopic examination, etc.),
chemical (increase in Soluble Chemical Oxygen Demand -SCOD-, release of ammonia,
etc.) and biological (specific oxygen uptake rate - OUR-, sludge yield, etc.) properties.
Depending on the Ultrawaves technology application the degree of disintegration
should be assessed according to the physical, chemical or biological changes. The
continuous know-how for bulking and foaming application has evolved up to reach a
stage where just microscopic techniques are required. Moreover, since Microthrix
parvicella is one of the most common filamentous microorganism causing bulking and
foaming problems worldwide, it was thoroughly investigated about this particular
bacteria and how to combat with ultrasound.
Microthrix parvicella is a gram positive filamentous microorganism, which quite often
forms clumps and prevails in bulking sludge episodes (Wagner and Amann, 1996). It is
morphologically featured as not branched and immobile filamentous bacteria, with
filament length no larger than 200 µm and cell diameter of approximately 0.5 to 0.7 µm.
Figure 3 presents some photographs at 16x and 25x objectives and Gram Stain.

Figure 3: Microthrix Parvicella at the microscope.
Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) analysis
With the purpose to find out the optimum sonication dose to be applied and the
necessary RAS flow to be treated, a sample from Seevetal Wastewater Treatment Plant
(WWTP) was selected. This facility is located in Germany and represents a typical
example of bulking and foaming problems caused by Microthrix parvicella (Neis et al.,
2012). Together with the TUHH, Ultrawaves undertook a SEM analysis in order to observe
and study the “bowels” of activated sludge flocs before and after sonication. Figure 4
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below exhibits the SEM image of an activated sludge sample from Seevetal WWTP (TS =
4.2 g/L) before sonication took place. Bent and twisted filaments are perfectly visible.

Figure 4: SEM image of Microthrix Parvicella before sonication.
The SEM analysis showed irregular flocs with plenty filamentous microorganism (Microthrix
Parvicella). According to figure 2, at certain ultrasound dose flocs are de-aggregated
and if more energy is applied cell walls are broken down. The sonication dose just to
reach floc de-agglomeration was investigated. It was discovered that flocs disruption
took place more or less while filamentous bacteria were cut down. Figure 5 shows the
sonication impact on the same floc as displayed in figure 4.

Figure 5: SEM image of Microthrix Parvicella after sonication.
At magnification of 20,000 (20 nm in the photographs) it was clearly revealed how
Microthrix Parvicella was embedded into a matrix of Extracellular Polymeric Substances
(EPS). With sonication, floc structures are more or less dissolved and filaments are cut
down into short fragments, as clearly observed in figure 5 (see yellow circles). The
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investigation stated that ultrasound would not only disaggregate floc structures and cut
filaments, but also led to an acceleration of the diffusion process and O2 transport of
substrates and nutrients. In addition, sonication also promoted the metabolic products
evacuation (e.g. CO2) and thus living conditions for bacteria. The overall effect is what
supports the sonication performance against filamentous bacteria (Neis et al., 2012).
RAS flow sonication: result at full-scale level
Despite many other studies were performed and a lot of different variables and
parameters were measured (COD, Filament Index -FI-, Turbidity, etc.), it is not the target
of this paper to go into them. Nevertheless, as a summary, it should have to be remarked
that the continuous sonication of around 1% of the RAS flow, at an ultrasound dose of
approximately 1 kWh/m3 (= 1 Wh/L), solved the O&M problems associated with an
excessive growth of Microthrix Parvicella (Neis, 2007). According to Ultrawaves
experience, such permanent conditions (due to the continuous stress created by the
strong pressure fluctuations) in a loop system like RAS, have a considerable impact on
the bacterial biomass. This impact implies floc de-aggregation, filaments cut down,
diffusion processes acceleration, and nutrients transportation; and is enough to achieve
a substantial reduction in the O&M problems associated with filamentous bacteria in the
ASP. Figure 6 shows the aeration tank at Seevetal WWTP before sonication.

Figure 6: Aeration tank at Seevetal WWTP.
Just 6 weeks of continuous sonication at the mentioned conditions were enough to
produce a substantial improvement in the ASP. Figure 7 shows such changes based on
the optical impact of the aeration tank surface.

Figure 7: Aeration tank at Seevetal WWTP after 4 weeks of sonication.
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Light Microscope (LM) analysis
Albeit the SEM analysis provides with very detailed and clear graphical information (as
stated in the former section), a correlation between SEM and LM has been done in order
to have a simpler, easier and quicker tool to assess the application. Indeed, the LM
analysis is something that is already done in almost all facilities which perform ASPs. To
understand the correlation SEM-LM figure 8 below may be useful.

Figure 8: LM image (100x) of Microthrix Parvicella before (left) and after (right) sonication.
According to figure 8, and from the LM perspective, an ultrasound dose which just cut
down the filaments network should be enough to combat filamentous microorganisms in
ASPs. As observed, the forming floc bacteria are not seriously damaged. In other words, it
could be stated that figure 4 equals to figure 8-left whereas figure 5 is equivalent to figure
8-right. Thereby, a LM pattern similar to figure 8-right should be reached with sonication.
Ultrawaves has carried out a lot of sonication studies in order to set an accurate LM
pattern. Figure 9 exhibits the same three scenarios as displayed in figure 2 but referred to
actual activated sludge flocs (UK sample). A high sonication dose scenario has also
been included to provide with an upper limit which should not be reached without
influencing negatively the forming floc bacteria. Therefore, it is clear that the application
to combat bulking and foaming is based on the appropriate energy to be dosed just
against filamentous microorganisms. Each filament will require a specific ultrasound dose.

Untreated

Sonicated @ 1 Wh/L

Sonicated @ 4 Wh/L

Figure 9: LM images (100x) of sludge disintegration as function of the sonication dose.
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In accordance with the foregoing, the scenario just in the middle (sonication dose of 1
Wh/L) will de-aggregate flocs structures and cut down filamentous bacteria and this is
the target to be pursued in terms of the sonication dose to be applied. Scenario at the
right (sonication dose of 4 Wh/L) will break cell walls and internal compounds will be
released into the medium (aqueous phase), which is not a desired goal for this
application but yes for AD, excess sludge reduction or denitrification.
An indicator to complement the LM analysis would be the rate COD/TN (TN = Total
Nitrogen) which involves just soluble fractions, that is soluble COD and soluble TN. Figure
10 shows a typical rate for a RAS sample (Note that the ratio is between 15 to 20 times
higher for COD as for the TN, meaning that ultrasound will release enough carbon as to
denitrify the released nitrogen).
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Figure 10: COD/TN rate as function of the sonication dose for a RAS sample.
The more energy input is applied, more floc de-aggregation will be reached and then
cell lysis, which will release internal compounds into to the medium. Such releasing could
be assessed in terms of the soluble fractions of COD and TN and will help to understand
more about the limit to be achieved with sonication.
In addition, with all data obtained it has been possible to design the Ultrawaves Process
Simulation Model (UPSM), which is indeed a powerful engineering tool to support the ASP
optimisation with respect to the solution of bulking and foaming problems.

Analysis of the RAS sample from Kirkby in Ashfield STW
Severn Trent Water was interested in the Ultrawaves application against bulking and
foaming for Kirkby in Ashfield STW and agreed with Ultrawaves the way to address such
project. The first step to be taken was a deep understanding of the site.
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Kirkby in Ashfield STW is a facility which has been always struggling against a severe
problem with bulking and foaming caused by an excessive presence of Microthrix
Parvicella. Some relevant figures of this facility are provided in table 1 below.
Parameter
Inlet flow
COD
TSS
Biological reactor volume
Anoxic zone (% biological reactor)
Aeration tank (% biological reactor)
COD
TSS
SRT (sludge age)
MLSS
F/M (food to microorganisms)
SSVI average
Filamentous microorganism (dominant)
Solution against bulking and foaming
RAS flow
TSS in the RAS flow
Number of Final Settlement Tanks (FSTs)
Hydraulic Retention time (HRT) in FSTs
Final Effluent (FE) turbidity

Quantity
6,811
377
180
4,900
5
95
221
68
10
2,800
0.04
110
M. Parvicella
PAX-XL610
9,000
50
3
2
5.93

Unit
m3/d
mg/L
mg/L
m3
%
%
mg/L
mg/L
d
mg/L
mg BOD5/d/mg MLSS
mL/g
Microthrix, etc.
Chemical, etc.
m3/d
g/L
No.
h
NTU

Table 1: Relevant figures for Kirkby in Ashfield STW.
Table 1 (data from the operator) confirms that Kirkby in Ashfield STW suffered a problem
with Microthrix Parvicella. This fact goes in parallel with some of the figures displayed in
the table, as the SRT of 10 days and the SSVI of 110 mL/g. With the required data input
the UPSM was performed. The results of the UPSM indicated that the sonication dose to
be applied should be approximately 1.07 kWh/m3, resulting in the installation requirement
of 4 kW of ultrasonic power to treat the proper sludge flow rate (approximately 1% of the
RAS flow). Table 2 shows these figures.
Parameter
RAS flow
RAS flow to sonicate in percentage
RAS flow to sonicate
Sonication dose to be applied
Ultrasound power to be installed

Quantity
9,000
1
90
1.07
4

Unit
m3/d
%
m3/d
kWh/m3
kW

Table 2: RAS flow to sonicate and acoustic power at Kirkby in Ashfield STW.
After the process simulation, sludge samples were taken and sent to the Ultrawaves Lab
at the TUHH for sonication analysis. The LM analysis previous to sonication identified that
flocs were interconnected by a massive presence of Microthrix Parvicella. Then
proceeded to sonicate samples at the calculated sonication dose (1.07 kWh/m3) and
conducting a new LM. The LM analysis confirmed that the sonication dose applied was
able to destroy the filamentous network and activated sludge flocs become smaller, less
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intertwined by filaments and more compact, which has a positive impact on the settling
properties (Nickel, 1999). The findings of the UPSM were confirmed by the results of the
Lab analysis. Besides the sonication dose predicted by the UPSM, sludge samples were
subjected to a second and higher sonication dose (5 kWh/m3) in order to analyse an
upper level of floc and cell destruction. Figure 11 displays the outcomes at both
sonication doses. LM magnification was 100x.

Untreated

Sonicated @ 1 Wh/L

Sonicated @ 5 Wh/L

Figure 11: RAS sample from Kirkby in Ashfield STW untreated and treated at 1 and 5 Wh/L.
As expected, just around 1 kWh/m3 is enough to reach floc de-aggregation and
filaments cut down. At this sonication dose forming floc bacteria are not damaged
enough as to produce changes in the ASP. At 5 kWh/m3 the destruction level reaches
practically all the biocenosis and the ASP is modified. The Lab test confirmed that the
bulking and foaming problems at Kirkby in Ashfield STW caused by an excessive growth
of Microthrix Parvicella would be solved by sonicating approximately 1% of the RAS flow
at a sonication dose of 1 kWh/m3. With these figures the technical proposal for Kirkby in
Ashfield was submitted and approved by Severn Trent Water.

Ultrawaves unit installed at Kirkby in Ashfield STW
4 kW of ultrasonic power were installed at Kirkby in Ashfield STW. It should be interesting to
provide with some simple numbers on what the 4 kW of ultrasonic power means
regarding the energy applied into the process. As exhibited in table 3, the energy input in
the ASP by the Ultrawaves technology is only 0.01 kWh/m3 (related to the entire RAS
flow). This is indeed a very tiny amount of energy to solve the serious problems associated
with bulking and foaming which this facility had to face.
Parameter
RAS flow
RAS flow sonicated
Ultrasound power installed
Sonication dose per unit of RAS treated
Sonication dose for the full RAS

Quantity
9,000
90
4
1.07
0.01

Unit
m3/d
m3/d
kW
kWh/m3
kWh/m3

Table 3: Sonication doses for treated and full RAS flows at Kirkby in Ashfield STW.
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Because the Ultrawaves technology has to treat a partial RAS flow, just a simple bypass in
the RAS stream was enough to integrate the technology within the ASP as described in
figure 12 below.

Figure 12: Sketch of the ultrasound unit installed at Kirkby in Ashfield STW.
It was decided that the Ultrawaves ultrasound reactor (4 kW of power) would be
equipped with the required peripherals (pump, flow/temperature/pressure meters and
panel board) inside a container which would be placed in the right position according
to the flow diagram laid out in figure 12. An actual photograph of the current installation
is shown in figure 13.

Ultrawaves unit

Biological reactor

Final Settlement tank

Figure 13. Ultrawaves unit installed at Kirkby in Ashfield STW (after 4 weeks of working).
Due to the ASP configuration at Kirkby in Ashfield STW, which includes a small anoxic
zone upstream the aeration tank, it was designed and installed the 4 kW Ultrawaves
ultrasound system at the inlet of the anoxic tank, as shown in figure 12. Figures 14 and 15
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provide with accurate graphical details about the very simple integration of ultrasound
as part of the ASP at Kirkby in Ashfield STW.

Biological reactor (anoxic zone)

RAS pipe

Figure 14. Ultrawaves unit integrated at Kirkby in Ashfield STW (after 4 weeks of working).

Ultrasound reactor

Piping connection

Ancillaries

Control panel

Figure 15. Ultrawaves container installed. Connections (left) and components (right).
Although from the proportions of the photographs exposed in figures 14 and 15 it is not
difficult to estimate a rough idea about the small Ultrawaves technology footprint when
installed in Wastewater Treatment works (WwTW), sufficient to consider that the
dimensions of the container installed at Kirkby in Ashfield STW are 240 x 240 x 550 cm
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(Height x Width x Length). Such footprint together with the simple integration with the
existing process represents one of the most important advantages of the Ultrawaves
ultrasound technology.

Assessing the impact of sonication on the RAS biomass at Kirkby in Ashfield STW
According to the previous sections, the impact of ultrasound against bulking and
foaming should follow two steps. On the one hand, the “local” performance of the
ultrasound unit, that is, reaching the desired level of floc disruption and filaments cut
down through sonication. On the other hand, the “full-scale” effect, which can be
evaluated in different ways as will be explained in further sections.
As stated earlier, the evaluation of the sonication impact on the RAS biomass has been
reduced to a LM analysis. LM images “before” and “after” sonication (1 kWh/m3 @ 1% of
the RAS flow) are provided in figure 16 below for the adaptation period of 5 weeks
(commissioning on 23 Apr 2014) which the technology required to provide results.
Figure 16

23/04/2014 Before

23/04/2014 After

See how flocs before sonication are strongly intertwined by filaments. However, when sonication takes
place, filamentous bacteria are cutting down into smaller pieces (small and isolated black stretches and
dots circulated in yellow). This is the LM evidence that sonication performs as expected.

25/04/2014 Before

25/04/2014 After

The effects on these pictures are similar to the ones analysed on 23/04/2014. Sample before shows an
abundant filamentous bacteria and sonication performs as forecasted (see yellow circle).
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02/05/2014 Before

02/05/2014 After

Sonication performed as expected during the 1st week and floc de-aggregation and filaments cut down
was always accomplished.

09/05/2014 Before

09/05/2014 After

Results were also positive on the 2nd week (see how forming floc bacteria are not destroyed by
sonication while floc de-agglomeration and filaments cut down was achieved).

16/05/2014 Before

16/05/2014 After

On the 3rd week sample “before” starts to look different (less & shorter filaments). Besides, sonication
performed as planned (see the sample “after” and note how forming floc bacteria are not damaged at
all but filaments yes).
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23/05/2014 Before

23/05/2014 After

The 4th week showed differences (in average) in the sample “before” and for the first time since the
commissioning it was possible to see flocs less intertwined by filaments (yellow circles). In addition,
sonication worked in a similar way as in the previous weeks, as can be observed in the sample “after”.

30/05/2014 Before

30/05/2014 After

On the 5th week, sample “before” shows significant flocs with much less filamentous bacteria content as
compared with the commissioning (photo “before” is an example).

The qualitative LM analysis continuously undertaken during 5 weeks from the
commissioning provided enough information to assess the Ultrawaves unit performance
on the RAS biomass. The intended purpose by sonication of the RAS biomass was just the
de-aggregation of the conventional (meaning non-sonicated) floc structures by
disrupting and cutting down filamentous bacteria into smaller pieces. According to this, it
was possible to state the following for Kirkby in Ashfield STW:
•

The Ultrawaves unit worked continuously since the commissioning (24/04/2014)
and delivered right the sonication dose (1 kWh/m3) to the proper RAS flow (90
m3/d) as expected (key aspects for Ultrawaves technology).

•

Due to the continuous sonication at the right dose, a desired level of floc
disruption was reached in every week of operation (as shown in pictures “after”).

•

Around the weeks 4th and 5th floc compositions (as observed in pictures “before”)
began to show an averaged structure with shorter and less filaments.
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Thereby, from the outlook of the LM analysis, it was possible to conclude that the
Ultrawaves ultrasound technology performed on the RAS biomass as predicted by the
UPSM.

Evaluation of the effect of sonication at full-scale level at Kirkby in Ashfield STW
Pursuant to the foregoing, once the sonication dose (1 kWh/m3) was continuously
delivered on the RAS biomass (1% of the RAS flow) the results at full-scale level were
achieved after the acclimation period (approximately 5 weeks). This section explains the
ways to assess the full-scale effects of ultrasound when performing against bulking and
foaming.
There are a good number of indicators/parameters to assess the accomplishments of
ultrasound in ASPs at full-scale levels and for Kirkby in Ashfield STW were selected as
follows:
•

Optical impression of the tank surfaces.

•

Sludge settling properties.

•

Turbidity of the final effluent.

Optical impression of the tank surfaces
Two places were selected to evaluate the optical impression before and after
sonication, the anoxic zone and the FSTs. Figure 17 shows exactly the same point of the
anoxic zone before and after sonication (direct comparison).

Anoxic zone on 30/05/2014

Anoxic zone on 23/04/2014

Figure 17. Anoxic zone before and just 5 weeks after sonication.
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Photographs before and after provided with a significant variation in the foam layer 5
weeks later. It was a first full-scale indicator which correlated the “local” effects reached
by sonication (floc disruption and filaments cut down) with full-scale effects.
The photographs of the FSTs were taken in two ways. On the one hand, a direct
comparison, as carried out for the anoxic zone, was effected. On the other hand,
different photographs were also taken to contribute with more comparisons with respect
to other episodes of bulking and foaming much earlier than ultrasound started. This way
resulted very helpful to assemble a complete optical impression survey over the time.
Figure 18 below show the direct comparison of the FSTs before and after sonication.

FST on 23/04/2014

FST on 30/05/2014

FST on 23/04/2014

FST on 30/05/2014

FST on 23/04/2014

FST on 30/05/2014

Figure 18. FSTs before and just 5 weeks after sonication.
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The direct comparison of the optical impression of the FST surfaces also provided with
another good indicator that sonication was performing successfully. Note the
tremendous reduction of the foam layer that covered practically the complete
settlement surface.
Hereafter, other photographs are shown to be compared under a non-direct way. Figure
19 displays a series of photographs before ultrasound started.

Figure 19. FSTs before the Ultrawaves unit commissioning (23/04/2014).
Note that the level of the foam coat displayed in figure 19 was similar to the one when
ultrasound was commissioned (24/04/2014). This fact states that the “conditions” at which
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the technology started could be considered as a realistic picture of the bulking and
foaming problems. Figure 20 shows some photographs around 5 weeks after the
commissioning (Note the big difference before and after ultrasound which may be
perfectly observed by the comparison of the yellows ovals).

Figure 20. FSTs after 5 weeks of sonication.
Sludge settling properties
The Sludge Volume Index (SVI) is probably the best known and most widely applied test
for sludge settling. The operator at Kirkby in Ashfield STW carries out a SVI variant, which is
the Stirred Specific Volume Index (SSVI3.5) referred to a standard sludge concentration of
3.5 g/L. This parameter can indicate changes occurring in the ASP by trending its value
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over a period of time. General guidelines for SSVI3.5 say that, within a proper range,
higher values indicate that sludge typically settles more slowly and traps more particulate
matter as it forms an uniform blanket before settling (due to filaments are forming a
backbone for forming floc bacteria to attach and colonize). Lower values mean a
sludge that is denser and has a quicker settling characteristic (no associated problems
with an excessive growth of filamentous bacteria).
Conversely, a lower value in this index (SSVI3.5) will be also correlated with the
tremendous difference observed in the optical impression of the tank surfaces detailed in
the former section. In other words, if the foam layer covering the tank surfaces virtually
disappeared after ultrasound, then this circumstance should be directly linked in some
way to a decrease in the sludge settling properties and should be reflected in the sludge
settling index.
Therefore, a reduction in the SSVI3.5 trend is desirable and will symbolize better sludge
settling properties (meaning in turn a reduction of the filamentous microorganisms
population). Figure 21 plots the trend of the SSVI3.5 while the ultrasound unit performed,
that is, from the commissioning until the full-scale results were reached (approximately 5
weeks).

SSVI3.5 trend evolution in Apr/May 2014
120

SSVI3.5 (mL/g)

110
100
90
y = -0.8172x + 34218
80
70
60

Time
Figure 21. SSVI3.5 trend evolution on the time when the ultrasound unit performed.
In figure 21 the blue line represents the real SSVI3.5 values measured by the operator
whereas the red line represents the trend of the blue one. By extrapolating values in
figure 21, it is possible to estimate the reduction (indicated by the negative slope in the
equation = -0.82) in the SSVI3.5 trend due to sonication, as shown in table 4 below.
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Parameter
SSVI 3.5 on 23/04/2014
SSVI 3.5 on 30/05/2014
Reduction

Quantity
95
65
31.58

Unit
mL/g
mL/g
%

Table 4: SSVI3.5 reduction with sonication at Kirkby in Ashfield STW.
From table 4 it is possible to conclude that the reduction reached with ultrasound in the
sludge settling index (SSVI3.5) at Kirkby in Ashfield STW was over 31% of the initial value.
To contextualize the statistics (seasonally adjusted figures) two more curves are provided
in figures 22 and 23. Figure 22 plots the SSVI3.5 trend evolution from the beginning of the
year until the date in which the Ultrawaves unit was commissioned. This curve will serve as
threshold of the index trend.

SSVI3.5 trend evolution in Jan/Apr 2014
120

SSVI3.5 (mL/g)

110
100
y = 0.0968x - 3948.8
90
80
70
60

Time
Figure 22. SSVI3.5 trend evolution from the beginning of 2014 until the commissioning.
As observed, the slope in the regression curve is +0.09 meaning that the SSVI 3.5 trend
evolution is quite flat and then is so far away from the quantity which was reduced with
sonication. In other words, and according to the records, it can be stated that the
reduction in the SSVI3.5 trend evolution reached in the period where the Ultrawaves unit
performed, was mainly due to the sonication effect on the ASP and not to seasonal
effects.
To corroborate this statement, figure 23 below exhibits the SSVI3.5 trend evolution on 2013
for the same period (Apr/May) as the Ultrawaves unit had been performing in 2014. By
this way, the seasonal effects (mainly temperature) are removed. Interesting to consider
that by that time the operator was using chemicals (PAX) as solution against bulking and
foaming and the difference in performing could also be appreciated on that way.
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SSVI3.5 trend evolution on Apr/May 2013
160

SSVI3.5 (mL/g)
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y = -0.2084x + 8764.8
140
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100

Time
Figure 23. SSVI3.5 trend evolution for the period Apr/May 2013.
Note that the slope in the regression curve is -0.21 (where the minus sign means
reduction) whereas the slope when sonication takes places was -0.82 meaning that the
SSVI 3.5 trend evolution is approximately 4 times quicker with sonication.
Turbidity of the final effluent
Turbidity readings are used in many facilities for process control since there is a
reasonable relationship between turbidity and Total Suspended Solids (TSS) for settled
secondary effluents (meaning after the FST). The general form of the relationship is as
follows (equation 1):

T=

X SS,outlet
f

Where XSS,outlet is the TSS concentration at the outlet of the FST (mg/L), T the turbidity (NTU)
and f is a factor used to convert turbidity readings to TSS (mg/L/NTU). Regardless the f
value (which typically ranges from 2.3 to 2.4 settled secondary effluents), the important
issue is that T and TSS concentration depend linearly. Moreover, due to the secondary
effluents TSS concentration (outlet concentration) is a mass balance between the TSS
concentration at the inlet of the FST and the TSS concentration at the bottom of the FST
(which form the biological sludge, that is, RAS & SAS), it is possible to state that for each
unit of TSS concentration at the inlet, the outlet will depend on the bottom. In addition,
the TSS concentration at the bottom of an FST follows a constitutive equation with the SVI
(and equivalently the SSVI3.5) as below (equation 2):

X SS,bottom =

1000 3
t
SVI
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Where XSS,bottom is the TSS concentration at the bottom of the FST (g/L), SVI is the Sludge
Volumetric Index (mL/g) and t is the thickening time in the settler (commonly
standardised as t = 2 hours according to the ATV A-131 rules). Therefore, the TSS
concentration at the bottom depends inversely with the SVI, meaning that an increase in
the SVI will decrease the TSS at the bottom of the FST which will imply that the TSS
concentration in the final effluent will increase and then the turbidity.
The final picture is that if sonication reduces the SVI (or SSVI 3.5) then, according to
equation 2, the TSS concentration at the bottom of the FST (that is, XSS,bottom) will increase
and then, by a mass balance, the TSS concentration at the outlet of the FST (that is,
XSS,outlet) will decrease. If that happens then, according to equation 1, turbidity (T) should
also decrease.
Figure 24 shows the changes in turbidity for two periods. The first period is the monthly
averaged value since the beginning of 2014 until the ultrasound unit was commissioned
(23rd April) whilst the second is the time in which the ultrasound unit worked (30th May).

Changes in turbidity with sonication
7.00
6.00

5.93
4.48

NTU

5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
Average values
Average Jan/Apr 2014

Average Apr/May 2014

Figure 24. Turbidity for the averaged times without (red) and with sonication (blue).
Similar to the SSVI 3.5 analysis, the time when the ultrasound unit performed (Apr/May
2014), as compared with the averaged year before the ultrasound unit was launched,
states a reduction which goes in parallel with better sludge sedimentation properties in
the FST. Table 5 below reports such improvement.
Parameter
Turbidity (average Jan/Apr 2014)
Turbidity (average Apr/May 2014)
Reduction

Quantity
5.95
4.48
24.42

Unit
NTU
NTU
%

Table 5: Reduction in turbidity with sonication at Kirkby in Ashfield STW.
From table 5 it is possible to conclude that the reduction achieved with ultrasound in the
turbidity of the final effluent at Kirkby in Ashfield STW was over 24% of the initial value.
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Economic evaluation of ultrasound in bulking and foaming application
Note: Although this paper cannot publicize any confidential information such as the operator’s
OPEX or the ultrasound unit cost, it is possible to estimate the improvements accomplished with
sonication in terms of the economic benefits just by considering prices in the public domain.

Due to its more common use, a chemical alternative has been considered to carry out a
comparison with ultrasound against bulking and foaming as they both are non-specific
methods. The comparison with respect to OPEX is described in table 5.
Parameter
Microorganism to fight against
Level of SVI required (mL/g)
Period when the B&F* problems is more pressing (months)
Solution adopted against B&F
OPEX regarding the chemical purchase
Dosage in the RAS flow (ppm)
PAX commercial solution (@ 5.4% Al3+) dosed (t/d)
PAX commercial solution price (hauling + handling) (£/t)
OPEX associated with chemical purchase in the period (£)
OPEX regarding the extra sludge production
Al3+ dosed into the ASP (kg/d)
TSS generated per Al3+ dosed (g TSS/g Al3+)
TSS generated (kg/d)
Sludge handling cost (O2 + storage + disposal + hauling) (£/t DS)
OPEX associated with sludge production in the period (£)
OPEX regarding the energy consumption
Power consumption to sonicate the adequate RAS flow (kW)
Energy cost (£/kWh)
OPEX associated with energy consumption in the period (£)
OPEX regarding the ultrasound unit consumables
Sonotrodes to be replaced (No.)
Sonotrode lifelong (years)
OPEX associated with consumables in the period (£)
Net OPEX in the period (£)
OPEX saving favourable to ultrasound in the period (£)

Chemical
Ultrawaves
M. Parvicella
M. Parvicella
< 150
<150
6
6
PAX-XL610
Sonication
150
0
1.35
0
319
0
77,580
0
72.9
0
3.3
0
241
0
500
0
21,780
0
0
4
0
0.1
0
1,728
0
4
0
1.5
0
2,000
99,360
3,728
95,632

*B&F = Bulking & Foaming.

Table 5: OPEX estimation for chemical and ultrasound at standard prices and costs.
From the above, it clearly follows that the economic evaluation should include the
chemical and ultrasound CAPEX first and then a complete TOTEX analysis between both
alternatives. However, for the reasons set out in the note at the header, the ultrasound
CAPEX cannot be included and then it is not possible to undertake a TOTEX analysis. This
is really a shame because the numbers in favour of ultrasound are overwhelming. It is
indeed one of the main commercial strengths of Ultrawaves and that is the reason why
we encourage contacting us anyone interested about these figures or any other aspect
of the technology.

www.ultrawaves.co.uk
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